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For over five decades our customers have continued to use a DASIC 
aircraft cleaner and maintenance product. Our customers tell us they 
do this because the products are:

▼  INNOVATIVE 

We constantly improve our product performance 

and are rigorous in our pursuit of what works for 

our customers.

▼  ADVANCED 

We use cutting-edge technologies for our products 

to enhance our customers’ brand and business.

▼  HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSCIOUS 

DASIC products enable our customers to work 

safely. Removal of hazardous ingredients without 

compromising on product performance helps to 

implement their health and safety policies.

▼  CENTRED ON BUSINESS BENEFITS 

Saving our customers’ operations time and 

money. This is because the DASIC product 

range reduces the on-the-job man-hours and 

‘consumables’ usage.

▼  SUSTAINABLE 

DASIC is committed to meeting our customers’ 

business needs - today and tomorrow.

▼  HELPING OUR CUSTOMERS TO FULFIL THEIR 

AGENDA TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT 

DASIC actively encourages environmental 

stewardship and protection of our world’s  

natural resources.
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Exterior Cleaning  
& Polishing



Some of our clients:

Aircraft Manufacturers, Operators and 
Maintenance Companies who have  
approved or use the DASIC range of  
aircraft cleaners  and maintenance  
products include:

Abu Dhabi Aircraft Technologies
Airbus Industrie
Alsalam Aircraft Company
Augusta Westland
Boeing
British Airways
CHC Helicopter
Embraer
Emirates Airlines
Etihad Airways
Gulf Air
Gulfstream Aerospace
Heli-One
Jet Airways
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems
Oman Air
Pratt and Whitney Canada
Qatar Airways
Rolls Royce
Royal Australian Air Force
Ryanair
Scandanavian Airlines 
South African Airways
SriLankan Airlines
Thai Airways International 
Turkish Airlines
UK Ministry of Defence

Exterior Cleaning & Polishing
▼  Aerokleen® A510 

Highly effective, water-based, biodegradable 
aircraft fuselage cleaner. Suitable for brush, 
foam or robotic application. (AMS1526C,  
Boeing D6-17487)

▼  Aerokleen® A710 
Heavy duty, water-based, biodegradable  
aircraft fuselage cleaner for both technical and 
cosmetic cleaning requirements. (AMS 1526C,  
Boeing D6-17487)

▼  Aerokleen® CD1 
High performance, water-based, biodegradable 
aircraft fuselage shampoo. Suitable for brush, 
foam or robotic application. (AMS 1526B, Boeing 
D6-17487, British Aerospace, TS 10281, Gulfstream)

▼  Aerokleen® A380 Gel 
High performance, heavy duty, biodegradable 
water-based aircraft exterior cleaner. Contains 
low toxicity, biodegradable synthetic solvent  
for increased performance. (AMS 1527C,  
Boeing D6-17487)

▼  Aerokleen® A320 Gel 
Heavy duty, biodegradable, water-based 
aircraft exterior cleaner. Contains naturally 
occurring citrus type additives to boost cleaning 
performance. (AMS 1533A, Boeing D6-17487, 
South African Airways, Royal Australian Air 
Force, Deutsche Lufthansa)

▼  Aerokleen® AN2001P Polish 
A superior liquid polish for use on large surface 
areas where an easily removable, non-blooming 
product is essential. (AMS 1650B, Boeing D6-17487)

▼  Aerokleen® Aerosolv 
Unique, heavy duty, water-dilutable, foaming 
micro emulsion cleaner offering ultimate 
performance on heavily contaminated 
undercarriage or smoke trail areas. (Boeing  
D6-17487, AMS 1527A, MIL-C-87936A Type II)

▼  Aerokleen® DAR 
Wipe on / wipe off aircraft exterior cleaner for the 
easy removal of heavy soiling and rubber marks 
from the aircraft fuselage. (Boeing D6-17487)


